
 

USB WiFi Android Driver Ralink Rt5370 ~UPD~

The cool thing about Ubuntu is that you can just download the driver and install it. I was running Ubuntu on my Beaglebone Black. Then I went and got a Ralink usb wifi dongle. I couldn't work out how to install it. I decided to install the latest Ralink drivers from the
website and see if they would work. They did! But I couldn't connect. Then I installed buildroot and tried it and it worked. So I knew this was a good installation method. I run this program called airmon-ng which you use to start and monitor wireless networks. For some

reason my computer couldn't see the network. I was able to get this working on Ubuntu. I was having trouble getting this working on my Beagle Bone Black. I installed buildroot and the Ralink drivers from their website and it worked. I was using Buildroot Linux 2.3.1 and
this is still supported and latest. Installation of the latest driver for Ralink RT5370 didn't result in the same functionality as my previous tests. After following detailed instructions, connecting to APs was successful, but I could no longer monitor other APs. On Windows, the
APN has the SSID of the university, even though it was not the access point used by my Android. I will add one more way to get Ralink RT5370 working. I used to have Ralink RT3290. I had been using the rt2800usb driver on the Beagle Bone Black. But there's no support
for the RT5370 in any of the rt2800usb drivers. I have to use the rt2800sta driver, which doesn't work. There is no support for RT5370 in this driver. I have a RAZBONE BONE BLACK and I tried many different wireless drivers with it and this one works. The only problem is

the Ralink rt5370 driver doesn't work. It gives you the "ralink rt5370 driver not supported" and it wont work at all. Try to upgrade the kernel.
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